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Traceability and 
DairyTrace…the way forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read the title with enthusiam…]Good morning,Dairy producers understand that a national livestock traceability solution for the dairy sector is strategically important in minimizing the potential negative impacts associated with disease outbreaks, maintaining the strong level of consumer confidence in the foods provided by the dairy sector, enhancing the sustainability and competitiveness of the Canadian dairy cattle industry, as well as growing the international market access for the exportation of dairy cattle genetics.Let’s start with a little overview of the Why’s of traceability.



Why Traceability
• Important priority for Canada's dairy producers, dairy 

industry stakeholders, Canadian consumers, and the federal 
government

• Full traceability is about helping consumers find an answer to 
the question “where does my food come from?” 
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Presentation Notes
Why traceability? Because it is an important priority for Canada's dairy producers, dairy industry stakeholders, Canadian consumers, and the federal governmentBecause full traceability is about helping consumers find an answer to the question “where does my food come from?” Because traceability systems also support the Canadian economy and livestock sector by helping to meet international export standards. For our industry, traceability plays a critical role in maintaining the trust of our consumers and trading partners and is increasingly important for many countries to which we export animals and genetics; it is important if we want to maintain local market and access new markets. 



Why Traceability: Accountability & Credibility
• Dairy processors/food manufacturers, retailers, consumers, 

and the general public are increasingly requiring various 
measures of quality assurance

• Accountability largely falls to the producers through the milk 
processors/food manufacturers, who also have an increased 
desire for national dairy cattle traceability 

• Dairy farmers need to show consumers that we have very 
high standards in Canada for dairy cattle traceability
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Traceability resonates with transparency, liability, accountability, credibility, protection and peace of mind.Dairy processors/food manufacturers, retailers, consumers, and the general public are increasingly requiring various measures of quality assurance. Accountability largely falls to the producers through the milk processors/food manufacturers, who also have an increased desire for national dairy cattle traceability. Dairy farmers need to show consumers that we have very high standards in Canada for dairy cattle traceabilityAs an example, GayLea specifically states on its website that “We expect all farms shipping milk to Gay Lea Foods to demonstrate a commitment to the continuous improvement of on-farm practices relating to animal care and welfare, food safety, traceability, biosecurity and sustainability…” (http://www.gaylea.com/commitment/animal-welfare



DairyTrace | Background
• Dairy Farmers of Canada

o Longstanding advocate and supporter of the federal 
government national livestock traceability objectives (i.e.: 
TraceCanada) and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
(CFIA) traceability regulations

o Demonstrated by the inclusion of Livestock Traceability in 
proAction®

o Dedicated involvement of directors and staff on various 
committees related to national traceability
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Dairy Farmers of Canada has been a longstanding advocate and supporter of the federal government national livestock traceability objectives (i.e.: TraceCanada) and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) traceability regulations. DFC has demonstrated this commitment by including Livestock Traceability as one of the six modules in proAction®. It is key to providing assurance to our customers that we are responsible food producers. The information contained within traceability systems can be used for other proAction modules; therefore, traceability can help proAction integrate all of its modules.DFC has dedicated involvement of directors and staff on various committees related to national traceability



DairyTrace | Background
• Demise of TraceCanada in 2016

o Created opportunities
o Resulted in the DairyTrace Vision

• DFC partnered with the Canadian Dairy Network (CDN)
o The goal is for CDN to become the national Responsible 

Administrator for dairy cattle traceability

• Good news!  CFIA has confirmed that CDN meets the 
necessary criteria to become a Responsible Administrator
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The dismantling of TraceCanada in 2016 was unfortunate. It unsettled the national traceability vision. But, out of that crisis, the dairy sector as able to identify opportunities. DFC assessed the options it had at its disposal and arrived at the DairyTrace vision.Part of that vision is the partenering with the Canadian Dairy Network (CDN) to become the national responsible administrator for the dairy cattle traceability. CDN already provides several data management and information services for Canadian dairy cattle of all breeds. We are glad that CFIA has confirmed that CDN meets the eligible criteria to become a responsible administrator. 



CFIA Trace Program: Issues to Overcome
• OIE identified significant performance issues with the CFIA TRACE Program
• Under the 19 BSE cases recorded in Canada, up to 30% of cattle were never 

traced even after months of investigation 
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OIE - Livestock Traceability Advancement Levels

Countries Ranking

Australia 5/5

Uruguay 5/5

Argentina 4/5

Canada 3/5

Brazil 3/5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The World Animal Health Organization (OIE) completed an evaluation of veterinary infrastructure and services offered in Canada, including the livestock identification and traceability (TRACE) program. The OIE identified significant performance issues with TRACE; similar to the gaps that the CFIA identified through the regulatory consultations and observations made in the course of disease control and surveillance activities (e.g. bovine TB, BSE).As a result, more animals than needed are subject to test, quarantine and depopulation; and the longer are traceability investigations. Under the 19 BSE cases recorded in Canada, up to 30% of cattle were never traced even after months of investigations. The objective of the proposed amendments to the livestock traceability regulations is too address those issues.As shown in the table, performance for each veterinary services is standardized using a five-level of advancement chart. As an example the Australian livestock traceability system received the highest level of advancement, i.e. the 5th level out of 5. It is expected that the performance of Canada’s traceability system will be ranked at the 3rd level of advancement. Please note that the final report has not been published yet.



DairyTrace commitment
• Dairy farmers and its partners are committed to national 

livestock traceability that "provides timely, accurate, and 
relevant information to enhance emergency management, 
market access, industry competitiveness, and consumer 
confidence." (AAFC)

• A global average ranking is not satisfactory
• DairyTrace provides the fundamentals required to join the 

group of countries with a quality traceability system
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Dairy farmers and its partners are committed to national livestock traceability that "provides timely, accurate, and relevant information to enhance emergency management, market access, industry competitiveness, and consumer confidence." (AAFC).  A global average ranking is not satisfactory! DairyTrace provides the fundamentals required to join the group of countries with a quality traceability system



DairyTrace: A Good News Story
• Supported by all provincial associations and our key dairy 

partners

• Very pleased with the significant progress made towards 
achieving the dairy cattle industry goal of a national 
traceability system
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We worked really hard to build the DairyTrace vision and program which is supported by all provincial associations and our key dairy partnersWe are pleased with the significant progress made towards achieving the dairy cattle industry goal of a national traceability system



DairyTrace | Goal
• Implement and manage an efficient infrastructure and data 

management system that would deliver a high quality dairy 
cattle traceability system
o Includes a customer service platform and communication 

strategy
o Under the responsibility of the Canadian Dairy Network 

(CDN)
o Works in conjunction with the proAction Traceability module
o Builds on the Agri-Trace Web platform
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The goal of DairyTrace is to implement and manage an efficient infrastructure and data management system that would deliver a high quality dairy cattle traceability system under the responsibility of the Canadian Dairy Network (CDN). DairyTrace includes a customer service platform and communication strategy and the program will work in conjunction with the proAction Traceability module. DairyTrace builds on the Agri-Trace Web platform



DairyTrace Plan
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Presentation Notes
As of today, we have mainly worked on the development of the database and the program administration elements. The next steps are to develop the customer service model, build on the current tag order and distribution model (ATQ and NLID), and lastly, develop a communications and training plan.  



DairyTrace Governance Structure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have addressed the governance element  which is reflected in the diagramKey messages: DairyTrace is under CDN and the DFC single point of contact will update the proACtion Committee and the livestock traceability working group



Work in Progress…
• CDN and ATQ are advancing in the development of the 

DairyTrace solution using the AGTWeb platform
• Request submitted to AAFC under the Canadian Agricultural 

Partnership (CAP) 
• Discussions continue with CFIA to finalize the Administrator 

Agreement
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As mentioned briefly earlier, CDN and ATQ are advancing in the development of the DairyTrace solution using the AGTWeb platform. We are pleased to announce that we have submitted a funding application to the Canadian agricultural Partnership. The activities included are:Continued development of the Livestock Traceability Module of the proAction® initiative of Dairy Farmers of Canada (DFC)Development and implementation of the DairyTrace Program as the national dairy cattle traceability solutionAdded value opportunities stemming from a national dairy cattle traceability system for CanadaWe are still in the review/approval process and we are waiting to have an answer from AAFC.



2018 2019

Today

March April May June July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 2019 Feb.

Completed DairyTrace Database 
Development 
11/2/2018

Populating 
DairyTrace 
Database
2/4/2019

Signed Data Exchange 
Agreements 
1/25/2019

8/10/2018 - 9/7/2018Complete Database Pilot Test

3/2/2018 - 10/26/2018Data Exchange Technical Discussions

10/7/2018 - 1/25/2019Complete Data Exchange Pilot Test Period

Database Timeline Estimate
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We are estimating that the development of the database would be completed by late Fall 2018. We need to sign all data exchange agreements before we can start populating the database wich is estimated to be ready by Spring 2019.



Database completed

2-Data exchange protocoles are in place

3-Data collection may begin

1-Agreements are signed
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An interesting analogy is the construction of a dairy barn. Even is the dairy barn is built, you need to obtain your licence to produce milk, contract and buy cows, install electricity, plumbing, milking equipement before the cows came come in. It is the same with a database, even if the database is developed and customized according to dairy requirements, data sharing agreements with diferrent stakeholders must be signed before the data (cows) can populate the database.



DairyTrace Benefits
• Provides strategic advantage for a national dairy cattle traceability 

solution including all provinces, as well as the federal government 
via the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)

• The program will help farmers:
o implement best management practices
o strive for continuous improvement
o meet customer expectations
o provide consumers with evidence to support their confidence in 

Canadian dairy products
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DairyTrace provides strategic advantage for a national dairy cattle traceability solution that includes all provinces, as well as the federal government via the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). The program will help farmers to implement best management practices, strive for continuous improvement, meet customer expectations and provide consumers with evidence to support their confidence in Canadian dairy products



DairyTrace Benefits
• National livestock traceability is extremely important to 

better manage emergencies and help gain and maintain 
international market access
o Conversely, to help distinguish Canadian milk on its 

domestic market
• A strong traceability system with effective trace-back 

capabilities is critical to the industry in the event of an 
emergency such as a disease (reportable or non reportable) 
outbreak
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Based on statistics for 2014 to 2017, live animals, semen and embryos are exported to nearly 100 different countries for a total value averaging $150M annually. The export of such genetics requires confirmation of the Canadian health status for various diseases. A strong traceability system with effective trace-back capabilities is critical to the industry in the event of an emergency such as a disease (reportable or non reportable) outbreakA national livestock traceability is extremely important to better manage emergencies and help gain and maintain international market access and conversely, to help distinguish Canadian milk on its domestic market



DairyTrace Benefits
• The Canadian dairy industry is world-renowned for its quality 

breeding stock and genetics – Data management that can be used 
to refine the attributes of the national dairy herd

• Technological advances that have come with the RFID tags have 
allowed multiple industry partners to input information on 
individual animals throughout their lives
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Conclusion
Our dairy traceability program adds value on the domestic 
market to support the differentiation of our products through 
the proAction registration and DairyTrace, which is part of our 
Canadian brand
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To conclude, we believe that our dairy traceability program adds value on the domestic market to support the differentiation of our products through the proAction registration and DairyTrace, which is part of our Canadian brand



Thank you
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